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Part 1: General Comments

It was apparent that most of the candidates were adequately prepared for this examination, while
other candidadates were inadequately prepared both in terms of knowledge of the syllabus content
and demonstration of the basic skills required to take a drawing examination at this level.  The fact
that some candidates were not well prepared for this examination is confirmed by the number of
candidates who did little more than copy the given figure in the question.  Their level of knowledge of
the subject was very poor.

Candidates are reminded that they are to make sure that their A2 drawing papers are properly
stapled and that their names are written on all the drawing sheets used.  Too many candidates used
pencils of too soft a grade and not sharp enough to ensure consistently accurate and even density
lines.  This may be easily remedied by using a clutch pencil with a suitable lead so as to produce
neat and uniform lines.  Some solutions require that the final drawing is identified by neat notes and
annotations especially when the construction of the true lengths is used  and when auxillaiary views
are presented.  The answers often displayed a lack of understanding of the ISO standards especially
when attempting Section B, where certain features must conform to the current conventional
representation, especially where some parts are not to be shown in section. Candidates are advised
to read the questions carefully, look at the mark allocation and divide the time they are to spend on
the question accordingly. A few candidates  answered only the questions of section B and section C.

Part 2: Statistical Information

The distribution of grades for the May 2014 examination session is presented below:

GRADE A B C D E F Abs Total
Number 7 10 23 20 13 16 6 95
% of Total 7.37 10.53 24.21 21.05 13.68 16.84 6.32 100

Part 3: Comments regarding candidate’s performance

SECTION A

Four questions had to be attempted form this section.

Question 1: Forces.

This question was the least popular question in section A, with many of those candidates attempting
it merely by copying  the  given figure.

Candidates were required to find (a) the magnitude, direction and sense of the reaction at the hinge
and (b) the magnitude of the pull at the other end of the hinged door.  The door carried two vertical
loads. Although, there was more than one solution for finding both forces, all candidiates opted to use
the Bow’s Notation method.  The other solution was to find the resultant of both vertical forces and
solve the system by treating it as three concurrent coplanar forces.

Candidates had poor understanding and application of Bow’s Notation.  The convention of using
upper case letters on the linear diagram and lower case letters to correspond on the forces diagram
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was not universally applied.  This was visible from the lack of labeling throughout the answers.  Some
candidates did not start the link polygon from the hinge which resulted in a wrong link polygon,
consequently getting a wrong answer.  Other candidates even copied the angles and the dimensions
incorrectly, a few drew the door in a horizontal position.  Other candidates drew a load line instead of
a polygon of forces which resulted in a wrong answer giving both reactions as vertical.

Some candidates copied only the space diagram, whilst others drew the Shear force and Bending
Moment diagrams incorrectly even though these were not asked for.

Range of
marks

obtained

1 to 6 marks 7 to 12 marks Full marks Average mark Attempted

Number of
candidates

18 8 - 6 26

Question 2: Interpenetration.

Candidates were to determine the curves of intersection of a funnel formed between a vertical right
cylinder and an inverted right square pyramid. An auxiliary plan was also requested.

The question was presented in third angle orthographic projection but some candidates presented
the solution in first angle projection.

Many candidates did not use the generator method correctly.  Those candidates who used generator
lines as the basis of determining the curves of intersection frequently omitted the extreme points from
their solutions. They either took few points and generators or else took too many by dividing the circle
in 12 parts and not taking the ridge points in consideration.  The end elevation of the given funnel
was not requested but a small number of candidates decided to include it.

A few candidates seemed unaware that the given plan was complete and tried to draw the curve of
interpenetration on this view.

When drawing the auxiliary plan, the most common mistake was that the X1 -Y1 was copied
incorrectly and drawn at 45o instead of 60o to the horizontal.  A number of candidates showed that
they were not familiar with auxilairy projection techiques for the  X1 -Y1 line was not drawn
perpendicular to the lines of sight ‘A’.  Some candidates did not notice that the arrow ‘A’ was shown
pointing on the front elevation and projected an auxiliary elevation from the plan instead.

Range of
marks

obtained

1 to 6 marks 7 to 12 marks Full marks Average mark Attempted

Number of
candidates

42 19 - 6 63

Question 3: Hyperbola and Parabola.

In this question the candidate was to demonstrate the ability to produce two conic curves,  a
hyperbola and a parabola, treated as a locus of a point.  The hyperbola was to be constructed using
an eccentricity of  5:3.  In the second part of the question the candidates had to draw a parabola.

Some candidates constructed the eccentricity line for the hyperbola using a ratio of 3:5 instead of 5:3
resulting in an incorrect answer.  Furthermore, a number of candidates constructed both solutions
separately, not using the same transverse axis, whilst others mixed the directrices and the foci of
both conic curves.
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In both conic curves it was noted that few points were taken resulting in an imperfect irregular curve
as a final solution.  There were some candidates who measured the height of the eccentricity line and
drew the arcs from the point of intersection of the line to the transverse axis rather than using the
focus as a centre point for all the arcs.  Certain candidates constructed both the upper and lower
parts of the conic curves when only the upper part was requested.

Quite a number of candidates tried to draw the parabola by using the construction of parabola in a
rectangle.  This however resulted in an untidy presentation.

Range of
marks

obtained

1 to 6 marks 7 to 12 marks Full marks Average mark Attempted

Number of
candidates

7 20 33 10 60

Question 4: Development of an oblique cone having extended flat surfaces.

A smoke hood, which consisted of an oblique cone having extended flat surfaces, was given.
Candidates were to copy both given views, construct the necessary true lengths and produce half a
surface development.

When drawing the surface development of an oblique cone it is requested that the generators  are
not represented by fold lines.  Some candidates did not study the given figure carefully and treated
the oblique cone as a right cone whilst other candidates constructed the development of the oblique
cone without the horizontal section.

Candidates are to read the question properly for some candidates presented the development of a
cylinder rather than an oblique cone and others lost time in presenting a  full development when only
a half was requested.

The most important part of this question was to find the true lengths of the generators.  Most of the
candidates drew the figure correctly and set out triangles on its surface.  The true lengths of the
imaginary edges were then constructed but not always well enough presented and annotated.
Labelling of the generators with numbers and letters helps candidates to obtain the correct solution
and makes it easier to follow the method employed.  On occaions the lack of a clear, annotated
system led to errors when transferring sizes to the surface development from the given views. Many
candidates did not use this method when presenting the solution and got mixed up, resulting in an
incorrect development.  Some candidates did not find the true lengths of the generators whilst others
did not transfer the truncation to the true lengths resulting in a wrong solution.  A few candidates
joined the top of the circular opening and the bottom points of the hood on the surface development
by lines and not by a smooth curve.

One candidate included and projected an auxiliary elevation without it being asked for.

Range of
marks

obtained

1 to 6 marks 7 to 12 marks Full marks Average mark Attempted

Number of
candidates

23 37 14 8 74
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Question 5: Cams.

In this question the candidate had to produce a plate cam profile to impart the required motion to a
flat-foot follower.

This was the most popular attempted question in section A.

Many candidates constructed the performance graph in the opposite direction since the first part of
the graph should have been a fall and candidates drew it as a rise resulting in a mirror image of the
graph.  The graph had a UAR, SHM and UV parts.  Most of the candidates constructed the simple
harmonic motion graph and the uniform velocity graph correctly.  The uniform acceleration and
uniform retardation graph created problems and showed that candidates were not familiar with this
type of graph.  The most common mistake in this graph was where to determine the position and
where to divide the vertical line.

Some candidates did not  transfer the points correctly from the perfomance graph to the line of action
of the follower, whilst others constructed  the cam as rotating  in a clockwise direction.  The distance
between the centre of the cam to the base of the flat-foot follower was not correctly measured .

Range of
marks

obtained

1 to 6 marks 7 to 12 marks Full marks Average mark Attempted

Number of
candidates

3 26 50 1 79

SECTION B
One question had to be attempted from this section.

Question 6: Half-Sectioned Assembly Drawing

A pictorial view with the parts pulled apart of a Belt Drive Unit, together with a detailed description on
how the parts were to be assembled was illustrated.  The detailed dimensions of the separate parts
were shown on an A3 sheet.

Candidates were to read the assembly description, study the detailed dimensioned drawing and
present an elevation of the assembled unit.  The top half of this elevation had to be in section and the
lower half of this elevation had to be drawn showing the outside view of the unit.

Despite the fact that this seemed to be a popular question, only a few managed to present a well and
accurately drawn solution and attain full marks.

Some features that were poorly represented or missed altogether were:
 On the top half of the sectional elevation many candidates omitted the key  on the shaft;

others did not represent the key as a local section.
 Too many candidates did not section the bush in a different angle to the adjacent part of the

vee pulley.
 Most solutions showed many errors on the (i) hexagonal bolt securing the housing to the

bracket, (ii) nut and washers used on the end of the shaft.
 The dimensions used on the bolt head, nut and washer were not proportionately drawn:

either too small or too large.
 The faces of these views were crudely chamfered and poorly drawn.
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 On some solutions, the washer was shown sectioned.
 On the outside view, the fillet lines and the chamfered ends of the shaft  were frequemtly

missed.
 On some solutions the fillet radii on the spotface were compeletly ignored.
 Sectioned lines must be neatly and carefully drawn,  these are not to be drawn more bold

than the outlines and not too far apart.
 A few candidates did not manage to calculate and leave equal space between the  elevation

and the border line of the drawing paper.

Range of
marks

obtained

1 to 11 marks 12 to 23
marks

Full marks Average mark Attempted

Number of
candidates

16 38 2 14 56

Question 7: Isometric View of a Rack and Pinion

This question was not widely attempted.  Few of those who did attempt this question got full marks.

A pinion in mesh with a part of a rack was illustrated.  The basic terminology common to gears was
correctly stated by most of the candidates.

Markers were pleased to note that the calculations and presentation of the necessary data were
presented in a neat manner.  Most of the candidates who attempted this question managed to draw
the one pinion tooth with the flank face of true involute form.  One candidate left out the construction
of the pressure angle and the base circle resulting in an incorrect tooth profile of the pinion tooth.  A
few of the candidates managed to draw the pinion gear tooth and left out the rest of the question.
Some of the candidates did not present the isometric view of the pinion gear tooth but decided to
present an oblique view of the pinion gear tooth instead.  Although the basic rack tooth profile is
easier and simpler to draw than the gear tooth profile, it was not presented as part of the solution.
The isometric view of a part of the rack beneath the pinion gear tooth was not drawn by some
candidates.  Other candidates constructed a part of the rack; however, they presented an oblique
view of the part of the rack instead of the isometric view.

Range of
marks

obtained

1 to 11marks 12 to 23
marks

Full marks Average mark Attempted

Number of
candidates

1 14 2 17 17

SECTION C
One question had to be attempted from this section.

Question 8: Pictorial Instruction Chart

This question tested the candidates’ ability to translate written instructions into visual instructions.  A
wedding souvenir consisting of a cardboard container having the shape of a groom’s suit was given.
The surface development and the written assembly instructions were also given.  The candidates
were asked to draw step-by-step visual instructions in the form of an illustration chart.
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Less than 30% of the candidates attempted this question.  The average mark was 12 out of 24
marks.  The highest mark was 22 while the lowest was 3.  The lower marks can be attributed to lack
of completion since candidates normally start from section A and then proceed to section B and
section C.  Due to lack of time management, these candidates end up with only a few minutes to
attempt section C.

Some solutions were very good, having an organised easy-to-follow layout and clear freehand
sketches which were properly coloured and which defined exactly the stages of assembly.

Other solutions, however, had less organised layouts, the drawing skills left much to be desired and
the visual communication was unclear.  It is important that candidates, who sit for this examination,
strive to improve their freehand sketching skills and their colouring techniques.

Range of
marks

obtained

1 to 11 marks 12 to 23
marks

Full marks Average mark Attempted

Number of
candidates

6 17 1 12 24

Question No. 9: Two-Point Perspective Drawing

This question tested the candidates’ spatial reasoning and their knowledge of the perspective
drawing principles.  The candidates were given three orthographic views and a pictorial view of a
trade fair stand and were asked to produce an estimated two-point perspective drawing of the stand.
About 60% of the candidates attempted this question.  The average mark was 13 out of 24 marks.
The marks ranged from 1 to 21.  As remarked earlier, the lower marks can be attributed to unfinished
work.

A good number of solutions were very good.  The foreshortening methods were correct,  the
constructions were accurate and clear and the rendering was tidy.  Other lower quality solutions had
the following shortcomings:

 The perspective rules were confused or not observed at all.
 An isometric solution was given instead of perspective.
 Some candidates use a lot of diagonals which riddled the drawing with a lot of unnecessary

lines.  Although the method is correct, the candidates are encouraged to use simpler
methods to avoid confusion and save valuable time.

Range of
marks

obtained

1 to 11 marks 12 to 23
marks

Full marks Average mark Attempted

Number of
candidates

18 38 - 13 56
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